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HOCUS—~ 5/ a copy, though in the near futurb the price will go to 
10/ for purely necessary reasons. -

HOCUS, is the only fanzine with a thinking mar? s filter and a smok
ing man’s jsaete,
•"*«**>«« W W WW WSlaw«■«•«»•««t»•* W»<•««*CM«■»*-var>a*<*m4•• ,

All the cranking for this issue was done by a real crank himselft 
the editor.
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The publishing schedule of HOCUS is beally erratic, eh? This 

was done in such a quick interval after the last issue, because 
ye ed frequently gets fit of f an-pub-ltis, and the only remedy for 
this is turning out a few more pageso Hence, this issue.,

There are some new features here, and I feel a few of them 
deserve a note of explanation. River's Until To-morrow could .be 
classified as a seriel, though I prefer to think of it as a "con
tinued story". Anyway, it will run for three issue and that's all, 
no more serlels after that. Then there is the lettered which var
ious fen have been wanting to see, and which I've finally gotten 
around to printing. This I'm hoping will be preseht every, issue, 
and Just lucking over ye ed’s present volume of correspondence ac
cumulated in just one week, I can safely say there’11 be enough mat
erial for ±t. Any anyway, a lettered is an important feature of 
any zine, and HOCUS has been too long without one. Then there is 
Milroad’s f,As I see It" which shall continue as long as Milroad 
sees it. Durkom is back again(old obnoxious) and I really don’t 
know whether he’s serious about this current bit or not;it’s hard 
to tell when he’s joking and when he isn’t. Next issue will prob
ably have the first installment of ’’Generalities” by Paul Shingle
ton which will be a sort of column.' Plus Deckinger^ s Urlvel shall 
always be around. Now could this mean that HOCUS is lousy with 
columns? Nol HOCUS would be lousy without columns.(A good seman
tic pun)• . ,

I’ve just been sitting in front of the Aid Smith-Corona for 
the last 5 minutes, staring at the stencil, and trying to think of 
something interesting to write. Maybe I’ll let this editorial 
write itself, that may improve the quality somewhat. Unfortunately 
this typer needs assistance in cutting the stencils, so the above 
idea is out. If nothing else, this shows howto waste a full para
graph.

The Monster mags, namely Ackerman’s FMoF have been under 
fire from many sources in fandom, and as far as I can see, the 
maih reason for this is that they are considered to juvenile. Now, 
has anyone taken the fact Into consideration that they were meant 
this way? How can you judge FMoF on a regular zine's scale. Aft
er all, what are these zines intended for in the first place;to 
make money that* s all. Just because Ackermah has a devilish dense 
of humor when it/ comes to making up outrageous puns, is no reason 
to look down on them siach. I could be mistaken, but I had heard 
that FMoF was first intended as a one-shot, but. the response to 1J 
was so great 4e had to bring out three issues. He has a wealth of 
Information in the numerous stills he’s used, and his humor just 
helps to enhance, not to detract, from the. reading of it. If hlj. 
these grlpers(Generation. of. gripers???? Pit griper????) would rec
onsider, they’d see theyiare not criticizing the zine itself, but 
only Ackerman’s motives. Unfortunately, many fen-have adopted the 
habit of looking down at anything which does not meet with their 
high standard of approval, these fen may be known as snobs usually, 
but the geographic locality has much to dft with it, especially 
California. So take FMOF for what it was intended, not as compe
tition?



By Marvin L. Rivers

A FANTASY IN TIME
\ ■

Editor's note: Throughout this re
lease common language terms are used 
where such exist. Where certain terms 
are unique to a planet, such as the 
terms used to measure time, those words 
are contained. Since the Intergalac
tic Conference Number 12 has standard
ized weights and measures to those in 
use on Earth, Western Hemisphere, Earth 
Year 1886, only those weights and meas
ures are quoted. Out planet headers 
may wish to have handy either printed 
or projection-tape copies of conversion 
charts. These are available free upon 
requisition from EmDee Publications 
(either Printing or filming Divisions) 
Mars Office, We of Space-and-time cor
relation control are extremely proud 
to make this release available. Video
tape release is contemplated when cer
tain sequences can be filmed in less 
dangerous circumstances. Here is the 
first official story of’the heroism 
we have all known since childhoods

‘The sun hung a little Wept of noon'asJhe turned his ears 
frbm the valley trail Into the mountain pass. A gentle motion of 
breeze whispered of the stories of the trail and was heard with 
half-asleep ears. A questioning horned-toad scuttled away from 
the horse* s hooves and waited atop a warm stone to discover the 
reason for this invasion of his domain. In the aky, not- even a 
wisp of cloud marred the horizon-wide swe'ep of azure.

He eased himself to a new position in the saddle and re
laxed again. The long hours he had ridden meant nothing to him 
but pleasure.•<time was a gift to be spent in the most pleasent 
manner. He glanced ahead at the smooth, flat, big, rising 



and slack-reined his mount, letting the horse pick his own gait. Time .
was a gift...the mountains seemed as his...spend, then, the gift of * ’
time to attain the summit of please from these, his Rocky Mountains! —4—

The trail wound slightly, and his upward progress while slow was ' . ,
steady. He crossed a clearing, entered a thicker portion of the forest, then in 
a suddenness like the dawning of day, he emerged and was by the side of a little 
stream.

The Observer watched him closely from the invisibility of Now-minus-One in 
Time-space. The Observer was curious as only an electronic entity may be. And 
well it might be curious, but it had not facts yet nor facilities evef~m>e sur
prised. And the electronic circuitry duly noted and stored:

He was tall...some six feet six inches. He was somewhat slender in build... 
an electronic niceity for long-and-lean...and he was more heavily muscled than 
men The Observer had noted before. The Observer noted the structure of the grass 
then watched its deflection as the man swung down from the horse. With this 
gravity of 1.183 Normal, the man’s weight was...according to observation...just 
over 176 pounds. The Observer shifted a comparator circuit to the standard color 
wheel and noted: his hair was on the red side of brown and his eyes were a green 
with an undefinable sparkel to them. His skin coloring was sliohtly varied and 
seemed quite.darker where it was exposed to the sunlight. The Observer formed 
what was to it the obvious conclusion that here was another castaway or a descen
dant thereof from one of those inexplicable accidents of early space history. 
The Observer started to shift slightly in Time to contact the man, then placed 
an electronic "Hold" on actions as he began to remove his shirt. The Obser
ver plotted rapidly through its ferrite-core memory banks but cotild not reconcile 
a new bit of added information. There was generous body hair on the broad and 
muscled chest — but "Man" to The Observer was lacking of body hair b®low tba 
neckline. ' ■ ‘

The Observer clicked back into Time, moved slightly in Paraspace, then re
oriented itself to Now and Where. Silently it slipped into its notch in the 
null, of Space Research Craft "Novina" and joined its electronic circuitry to that 
of the ship's master computer. Electrons moved silently through semiconductor 
circuits and in.microseconds devised a solution. In the forward, manned, section 
or the ship a tiny lamp glowed and a buzzer sounded briefly and apologetically. 
, X u ,of the.shiP turned a questioning glance at the lamp...only once 
before had it showed itself. The designation below it read "Computer Unable to 
Reach Valid Conclusion". Once he had queried the computer, deliberately, about 
a course to reach the Home of God...knowing full wel? that objective electrons

: could dic?v no subjective conclusion.
But this...some one of the Observ- 

| ers was feeding in data beyond the huge 
£ capability of a Mark 6B. He pressed 
= the Readout switch and turned to the 
f printer to see what the analogue trac- 
| ing would be like at this time.
= To the Pilot's surprise, the pen 
z remained still and a printing tube be- 
= gan to glow:
= Fact #1: intelligent life form of type 
| supposedly identical to "Man" of Elicia 
z on planet at co-ordinates (a row of 
= figures appeared).
= Fact #2: intelligent life form noted 
| has body hair below neckline.
£ Fact #3: all intelligent life form of 
= the species "Man" is noted to have 
£ originated on Planet Elicia.
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I # V
I Fact #4: intelligent life form?: -5-
I known as "Man" does not have • 
■ body hair below neckline.
• Conclusion* Fact #1 will co-ordinate 
j with Fo.ct #3 with exception that Fact 
i #2 does nor co-ordinate with Fact #4. 
t Given four facts, two of which are 
? mutually exclusive, this computer is 
l unable to reach a valid conclusion, and 
I problem is referred t.o manual solution.

The Pilot's eyes opened wide and 
? he pressed the "Record Screen" button 
I below the Computer Readout system. In 
■ a moment, there was a click, an answer- 
i ing lamp, and "Screen Recorded" on the 
I panel. Quietly the Pilot turned to his 
i controls and began to set up the row 

of figures still glowing on the "Fact 
#1" line of the computer tube.

He refused to allow himself to think...he couldn't allow himself to dream at 
this particular moment. But his Racial Dream crept forward and.swept forth like 
a pleasant flood of caressing balm — perhaps...just perhaps...it was possible. 
Maybe, after these eons alone in space, he and his people would find that 
elusive thing that had swept them into the depths of despair with the return of 
their first ships, and then had cast them forth into the intracieb of When and 
Where. In perpetual desperation they had hunted...could it be that here was the 
answer to their cry? Was it possible that they were not alone? He touched the 
buttons with careful haste and moved his ship to the proximity of the third o 
the planets of the solar system indicated. Quietly, with deliberate actions, he
set the Time for Now-minus-One.

Now...on Earth...was the summer of 1386.
On Earth, the rider had slipped his lariat from the saddle and formed along 

tether for his horse. The animal was grazing easily, refreshed with its drink 
from the cool stream. The rider finished undressing and walked gratefully i o 
the coolness of the water. He relaxed and let the stream wash.away the desert 
heat from him...he ducked below the surface and felt the alkali-sting drift away. 
He rolled over several times in pure pleasure, then turned anc swam to the clear 
depths of the pool and drifted lazily back to tne surface. He smiled widely as
he swung the water from his eyes.runq tne Wdlci lAuni ius cyuu. <

And from the yesterdayness of Now-minus-One, a v income Observer relay d 
- — • * -------> co a display center on methe pleasant polychromatic-multidimensioned scene 

Shin for the Pilot's unbelieving eyes to behold. .P To "Observe" was not an unusual role for the Pilot. Many planets in many 
galaxies in many universes had he seen. He had located descendants of wrecks of 
early space vehicles and had put them in contact with their home planet of Elicia. 
He had seen worlds born and he had seen worlds die. He had looked-in on e^.y 
imaginable moment of the life-cycle of a uni verse... he hadmamrui^- o t 
suit his choice...he had maneuvered through Where^at his ,“o^easant •
beautiful and ugly, both joyous and sad. But.1 tQ be fulfiUed<
memories...with avouch of }Jr which galaxies of civilizations had
waited°throughSmiileniums? ^uid this be man? And not man descended of his own 
planet of Elicia? * concentrated on his viewing area.

He was'almost afraid to concentrate on details...but he stared and thought. 
The Computer had stated the facts correctly, as always. And tnxS was not a 
XSfor X cold efficiency of electrons.. .this was a moment for emotions!
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Until Tomorrow (contd)

Indeed, thought the pilot, this is man...but not..man'bf Elicia. No man 
of Elicia would have this. one's-.-courage; 'Nearby--stood a beast several 
times the man’s size and weight, yet subdued by the imminence of this new 
man. And the man was consort,ing itn a wildly, fIqwipg ^Stream-of water as 
if it were, ■pleasure1 — the..f'ac&p.f being' pleasure w£s Evident in each

^he Observedmade.', .and. yet-the uncontrolled.’liquid was many times
: 'the man's height in places. .This, was a'man with.no feat, "the pilot con

cluded. Then he corrected himselfri.this was a mani who1 expressed no fear 
in surroundings with which he was apparently familiar. And as the pilot 
watched, The Observed made his way from the stream*- stripping the water 
from him with the side of his hand. The arid breeze stole away the tiny

’ tendrils that were missed, and the rider commenced to dress again, The

• wt-hsld-tht-cietkin* tort aw iMghtM attb • ham Mm

. The pilot made up his mind and touched a control. . The. Observer moved 
from now-minus-one and into Now. As it did, the pilot, touched another 
button and,The Observer emitted a low, mild "Squeak".. It kept its "eve"

' oh the fider.,. . - - - ■ ■'
- . ■ . ’ ‘i ’’ - . r ? •. • ‘ ’ . ■ ’ ‘ ’

The horse, raised, its head quipkly,. ears pricked, forward,' and Stared at 
.the small device, hangihg in the air nearby, the... rider-wheeled toward 

■ the sound, his hand dropping to the pistol at his,side, reflexively, and 
looked curiously.at what he found. , He" walked slowly, unafraid, toward 

...the object and. attempted to walk around it for a complete'* view. As he 
-did/.The pbserver turned to fojlow.his motions.' A slight-smile .crossed 

'■ * ® rider s face.■».this "Whatever it was” was sure keeping-an eye on
■ lm*. He extended a hand toward, it...with ‘the. same speed-the* unit backed 

away to keep, the same distance... • ■? • • • '' . ... ‘ •
. ...., ........................ • • • _ : • • ;.

* ' , ... . • • V.,-•t * . • ‘

The rider laughed aloud, genuinely.amused by the . apparent impasse. He 
'" wanted a good look at this thing, and-it wanted a,good look a't him...

.... but they weren't going to get very close-together. . > -

- And in The Ship a reproducer e.q.bped hi s laugh, and to the ■ pi lot'it was 
W a?new sound of.., delightful connotations. The .pilot touched-another xon- 
’ tr'ol,and the unit glided closer to the ri dor-.,..end stpppedi-well within 
.rxeach. The. man -extended his. hand and: gingerly 'touched i-t.V.Tt’ was cool. 

. smooth, and plainly metallic. He tried'to -.grip it and it shot' from-his 
fingers'like a wet watermelon seed, then slipped quietly Closer again. 
And as it moyed closer, the lens..-under., the 'transparent nose'iurned'.slight
ly .as it refocused.automatically. The rider'was entranced. .'-.he had" once

• seen a-camera atTa.;cccnty fair...and he. knew Wihe new es hvd -e^es 
tnat revolved. This, then, was some sort of camera. 'But, too,- it seemed 
to be making friendly overtures.,, And -thi'd was funny,...how-cduld a camera 
aSx C°xJe afri9nd? Again he laughed,.-and-s’at down on the-cob! grass to

Again the pilot -heard the laugh and .again-he- felt the ..tingle of pleasure 
at the-sound. He touched'the audio switch and inquired:

with.no
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Until Tomorrow (contd)

"Do you speak the
The effect on the 

from The Observer. He

language of Elicia?"
rider was electric as the sounds came plainly 
sat erect and looked inquiringly at the metal

W** PMt hftiCould' untfexetancL 
-like ShWn?<h °n J It sounded deal
like Spanish ...not qui|e the border-Spanish he spoke so well*.* but it

• .was. almost understandable. He move# his hand slowly,, back to Jthe. com
fort of the revolver butt as he said quietly: . •. \ {- ,;'

' 4a" J 'do2’JL<?u^t u?^r^and.you, friend.” He,repeated the statement
ih-his best Spanish;Just in case., ? ’. ' ' ; ' J.' . \ J, . , y

And un Th9, Ship’ th® reply caused much' excrement. Obviously 
t“is m!n hfd"®ddr®ssod‘T1?e Observer in two languages□..a possibility that 
cccured-onlym some.remote theories...and just: as;obviously this^man had 
not yet become accustomed to avdio:transmission. Could a culture rise 
and develop more than one language and still 'not be.familiar with elec- 

,n?;cs a?d time-phasing? Fantastic!. A sudden thought struck the pilot 
and he quickly walked back to his cdmmqdious cabin, took out his favo
urite music-tape and brought it to the control room, dropping it onto the 
playback cam of the communicator. And on earth below, soft melodious 
harmonies of undreamed complexities wove themselves into the. air. The 
rider stared incredulously, then took it for another gesture of friend
ship.- He relaxed and let the unit sing to him.

He wasn't really surprised when another Observer...jviark? 17G...moved 
into Now just a few feet in front pf him and settled to the grass. A 
port opened in one side of this one leaving a cavity perhaps a foot cube. 
As the rider watched, a tridimensional image formed in the cavity and he 
saw a long, cigar-shape of gleaming metal floating in a setting of stars. 
The size of the object increased until it filled the viewing space, and 
a door was visible on one side. The door swung open to reveal a small 
room with another door Beyond...a red light gleamed at one side. The 
object again expanded in size — as the Observer carrying a video chain 
moved into the ship's airlock — and then the light flashed to a green 
and the second.door opened. The’viewing space filled with an interior 
view of the ship.,.and slowly the rider comprehended what he was seeing. 
The view moved toward the control room and a miniature of the pilot turn
ed and smiled au the rider, then turned back to his own viewing area. 
The rider smiled in return, and noted that the pilot wore no sidearms. 
Rising, the earth’s first man to contact another world rose to his feet 
and slowly unbuckled his pistol. Feeling almost naked, he laid,1t on 
the grass and stepped back. Intuitively he knew what was to come., and 
he walked to his horse and held tightly to the reins. The Receiver Ob
server closed its hatch and disappeared into anothertime and in a- few 

; seconds The- Observer was gone.

Quietly and with a deliberateness born of the pilot’s immediate need to 
be accepted at once, the huge metal shape ofsthe Novina began to show 
itself in-Now just a few hundred feet away from the rider. As it grew 
larger, it moved away slightly to prove its friendly intentions. At 
last it was no longer shimmering outlines, but was a real thing of the 
moment. The blue-purple gleam of its landing beams searched out the 

- - 1’
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UNTIL TOMORROW(continued)

restrictions of the area. Slowly the huge ship settled toward 
jagged rocks, then stopped, inches above the highest one 

below it. Small quartets of metal rods slipped out of the hull 
and touched themost firm foundation stones. The glow of the 
landing beams stopped.

Inside the ship an array of devices were already completing 
their work and signalling that the atmosphere outsidethe ship 
waa almost exactly that of Elicia.•.perhaps a little less 
rich in oxygen by fractions of a percent, but no other diff
erences of note. The pilot hurried to the air-lock, stepped 
outside, and cycledthe inner door closed. He pulledthe re
lease lever to its middle position, hesitated a moment, wond
ering just what the proper thing to say would be, then pushed 
the lever to ’’open”. The outer-lock sighed electrically and 
moved aside. A ramp probed for the Earth below and settled 
into place. The pilot stepped into view, and stood attentiv
ely, and a bit apprehensively, onthe top step. But he could 
not resist the temptation to breathe deeply and enjoy the 
clean tang of the smell ofthe mountain pines.

And while it was alloccurring, the rider was soothing his 
trembling horse and talking the animal into quietness. For so® 
reason, the only two emotions the rider could muster were cur
iosity and anticipation... andhe could not reconcile the reason 
of his anticipation. He tied the lariet end securely to a tree^ 
then walked toward the landed ship. As he came near, the out
er port opened and the pilot came into view.

For a reason he could not know, as if he approached a dlety, 
the rider removed his hat and held it in his left hand at his 
side. He nervously smoothed his hand with his right hair and 
wondered to himself just what to do next.

Tentavilely the pilot descended a step... and just as ten- 
taviley, the rider walked closer, and he smiled. The pilot 
returned the smile automatically, and felt relief aahe did so, 
the rider extended his right hand upward to help the pilot 
down the steep ramp and unthinkingly the pilot accepted. There 
was a moment of consternation that turned to self-amused chuck
les when the pilot reached the ground and suddenly discovered 
he has accepted the preferred hand.

"Jfiell, we’ve got off to a goodstart...even ifwe don’t under
stand eac$other-#gaid the rider, his face beaming.

"My name is Dhan."the pilot said in Ellcian, pointing to 
himself.

"Gotchal’replled the rider. He pointed and said "Don". Than 
he pinted to himself and said "Hank". The pilot was almost 
able to pronounce the name. They sat down to commence the ser
ious business of learning to talk to eachother.

Part 2 in the next Issue of HOCUS



This is to be a column about nothing in particular. I’ll 
kick around everything here from jazz to beatnick poetry to free 
love to free bier to birth control to'stf to religon to you-nam£ 
.££* Any subject you want to kick around-drop me a line. You 
might not like the way I think, or vice-versa, but at least 
we’ll listen. -

For all you record collectors:One of the funniest things 
I’ve heard in years is the cool job on Angel Records,"At The 
Drop of a Hat." Two guys sing their own satirical songs 
with side remarks galore. . There’s one about London’s buses 
that "like to drive in convoys,/we * re most gregarious... 
"A Happy Song" with sound effects. A song about interlour de- 
corating:"The walls are covered with shrunken heads,/Ever so very 
contemporary..." and nine more, all a riot; Price is $3.98.

Did you ever stop to think about the high cost of dying? Fun
eral rates are high and climbing. They're even using (so I hear) 
imitation wood for pine boxes. I guess it’s just supply and demand, 
'Did you ever think as the hearse goes by, that it costs one hel
luva lot to die?" Free bier all around.

This is just a dry run for the column As I see It. This should, 
and will be a regular feature in HOCUS. And to those who don’t 
allready know it, MD and I are two entirely different people. 
Four, if you count split ids. Anything you want to kick around here, 
drop me a lone. All cute girls please send pictures(of yourselves) 
land measurements J,I need wall decorations. My wallet's empty. 
Any and all correspondence will be welcome and answered. Write If 
there’s something on your mind or ifyou need a mind to put something 
on. Write to:

Barry R. Milroad
91 Locust Ave.
Millburn, N.J.

WHAT PAGE OF WEIRD TALES DO YOU READ DEPT.? 
SEPTEMBER '50 Weird Tales

PAGE 90 PAGE 91
DARK MUSIC 7W "OTHER TALES 

DARK MUSIC and other specteral by JACK SNOW
tales. A superb chilling col- Very fine weird shorts by a
lection of 18 tales by JACK very fine author. Beautiful
SNOW, Only $2.50 dust jacket. This is a $2,50

book. We want only $1.49.
CLAUDE HELD PERSONAL BOOK SERVICE
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There are plenty 
was kind enough to 
to all, or ipost of

ed fanzines on my desk now, most of which Mike 
lend me for this feature. But I hope to get 

• them, at least, in this issue.
AMBROSIA-Dav id Mc'Carroll, 644 Avenue c, Boulder City Nevada-no 
Price listed. Now one thing this zine lacks right off is uniform
ly* 1 mean, who d want to read a zine composed of 12 irreugular 
hnvpeh^nabt?r“Pa??STPOOr^ stapled together? The cover might 
have been better if I could have figured out what it was. It’s 
map worth11 t 1 3an nay about ltn The extents includes
MAD WORLD, a short story by Glenn King which has a predictlble 

reviews of THE BLOB and I MARRIED A MONSTER FROM OUTER
SPACE by someone( I suppose Dave).

ALTISSIMO CATAMOUNT-Johnny Bowles, 802 S. 33’d St.,Lousivllle 11*
J am told’ was formerly called AMATEUR’S CORRESPONDENT, and why Johnny had to change the title to this com

bination of words meaning ’’highest wildcat”(honest) I don’t know* 
1^® C$Ierf.if1by DaV® ffosser and it’s truly an outstanding one; 
he makes full use of the shading plates, and it’s reminiscent of 
th^°^Vam£^xTrader covers* Bob Warner leads off with a story 
called The Night Summer Died and it’s strictly Bradbury ish, In 
fact .1 m certain Ray used a similar plot with Embroidary, if anyone 
las ever read it. The rest of the zine contains mostly above av
erage fiction plus some reviews by Roger Ebert and a column on' 
ivt°zineCS Anonymous by Bob Dodson- AC is really a very attract
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THE SICK ELEFHANT-George H. Wells,Box 486,Riverhead N.Y. ,10/<.
The copy that I have on hand is issue 7, even though the cover 

says issue 4. Actually, the cover is from the cover of issue 4, 
I understand Geofcge isn't going to have any more NEW covers on SE. 
George uses a spirit duplicator on this, but you wouldn't beleive

--4t_by looking at the contents page, for instance, It looks like 
the ;5O*th--copy .to. .come off a hecto. The contents is only fair, .

. and I think the wisest thing that the ed. could do would be to 
latch on to some lettering guides pronto. Nothing looks worse than 
hand-drawn headings. Most of this is taken up by the listings

.. ,bf several books and zines George has for sale, in fact you could 
.._even call this the "poor man's Vampire Trader". There's some fic

tion by Rod Frye and Jan Welch, and some undefinable stuff by 
Tom Milton and Paul Shingleton. George only prints on one side 

'■'-of -the paper, and I went make any wisecracks as to why he does it.

TDft-ARG ASSY-Lynn Hickman 304 N. 11'th,Mt. Vernon,I11.-1G/.
This is mainly a chatterzine handled by Lynn, though on p.1 

he says the next Issue will be a big one with a lettered. This 
is one of the few multi-lithed zines, and the repro is' ejcmellant 
throughout- Not much artwork here, except a few Adkins illo and 
a cartoon taken from something called GOOSE, whatever that ftfc. 
The highlight of this issue of Chap. 6 of Madle's "A Fake-fan in 

, London" describing his adventures,as the TAFF candidate. Dan Adkins 
* ~also reviews fanzines,.,in what I think is a very f Ine. fqrmat, that 

is commenting at length only on the ones that really prove inter
cepting, and Lynn announces the enrollment of First Fandom is start
Ing. . This would have been a fin e issue, 100/ excellant, that is, 

“If ;lt--wasn’t for that"For a hit, make it Pitt, in ’60 card that 
JLynn-stapled to the first page.

YANDRO*The Coulsens, 105 Stitt 8t.Wabash Ind.- 15/.
I have on hand the March issue, which is done with green granite 

paper,® departure from the usual yellow paper, and Buck explains 
"that he uses the green for Saint Patrick’s day. About the only 

fanzine that observes holidays, toot With only 20 pages, Y^NDSP 
. -iar pretty slim for this issue, but the next one will be larger.

R.E, Gilbert's cover is nice, and the lllos are cut rather well. 
—Bo stenfors contributes an odd bit of miscellany called "Something 

-About_A natural Mystery", and I can't beleive he's really serious 
""about it. The World of Null F by Marion Z. Bradley was my fav- 

orits feature, but this issue also had The Coulsons' editorial, 
"An Open Letter, by Bob Tucker which la also highly enjoyable, and 

a short letter section.

proFANity-Bruce Pelz, 4010 Leona St.Tampa 9?Fla.-15/
. I still think the title of this is a clever pun, I wonder who 
FIRST thought it up. This is multi-lithed, and is quite good too. 
The cover is a photo cover, with pics of Bob Coulson,Don Franson, 
Al Andrews,F.E. Katte, and DEE. Bruce, for some reason, is rather 
fond of Gilbert & Sullivan, and uses quotes freely throughout the 

"zine/ Alan Dodd contributes one of his few really funny pieces 
titled "Dodd meets Frankenstein" and I loved it. Berry has a dis- 

-apointing story called Lightning Conductor which just isn't pp to 
John's usual high standard.
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Bob Coulson reviews fanzines,Al Andrews works on books, and there 
is also an adequate letter section at the endo The repro is pass
able, except for two slightly faint pages«

FANAC-Terry Carr and Ron Ellik, Apt.7,2444 Virginia St.,Berkeley 
4 California. 4 for 25/.

I can picture Carr and Ellik going through thia copy of HOCUS 
looking for ego-boo.which Terry Carr says on p.2 he usually does. 
So here It la. FANAC is fandom’s newsheet, and can keep anyone 
up to date on what has happened, oi' is likely to happen in fandom, 
I think Carr and Ellik must have spies all over the US to get their 
information, but they get it allright,

FANTASY ASPECTS-AltinLewls 129 Jewott-Holmwood Easy Aurora, N.Y.-15/
Now this is the kind of fanzine that fandom, can use and I’d like 

to see it receive a better response than Alan cays it has. It is 
the only zine currently being printed devoted entirely to reprints 
from older zines, Alan does a fine Job of mimeol.ng FA and choosing 
the features for it. Bob Bloch has a play type article called Birth 
of a Notion from Ploy and is a terrific satire- written as only 
Bob can write them. Also in FA is The Ridge bv Joe Gibson from 
PENDULUM,an editorial by Alan-LOvecraft is !86Yl by F.T. Laney from 
SKYHOOK, and I remember Comics ty Jim Harmion from PEON. If any 
zine deserve recognition, FANTASY ASPECTS does, .

THE BULLFROG BUGLE-Lynn Hickman 304 N. Il5th, Mt. Vernon, Ill, 
Thid is a FAPA zine, and thus would be of interest only to 

members, though/ it leads off with a very good article on.i.t.,v«,s 
annoying commercials by Ray Oviatt titled A CRITIC LOCKS AT TV's 
EDUCATIONAL ASPECTS VIA COMMERCIALS, This is illustrated by an out
standing illo by Plato Jones showing the cut away ’’commercial’’ of 
a human being from the waist up. Bill Pearson has a good illo 
on page 5, too, and the rest of this is filled with comments on 
various FAPAzlnes. .

CRY OF THE NAMELESS-April ‘59-CRY, box 92,920 gd ave.,Seattle 4, 
Wash. 25/.

Tills is the thickest zine I have with me now, and the startling 
thing is that most of the material that contributes toward this 46 
pages is well worth readings As usual, Renfrew Pemberton inhabits 
the first 5 pages with his inimical pro-zine reviews, and while some 
may think they're a waste of space, I like them, John Berry is 
represented by SAGE AND 0NI0NHEAD3, which is good Berry, and good 
Berry is,o, Terry Carr has his usual FANDOM HARVEST column which 
makes interesting enough reading. Mike Leckluger has some hilar
ious SCRAMBLED DIALOGUE followed by fanzine reviews from Rich Brown 
under the title CRYING OVER BENT STAPLES. Webber'« MHINUTES are 
good tongue-in-cheek humor, and pages 26<>46 are taken up just by 
letters, which I think is one of the best letter-cols in any zine.

CONNECT®? AN, #3, Bob Lambeok 22 Long View Dr,|-.31r-st'Ui'.y,Coun?,10</.
This. Ive been told, is the last issue of CF, so let's see 

what we have here. Nice spirit-duper- repro throughout, and a very 
good cover, only marred by the hand lettering above,
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On page one ®ob says CF has a new features legibility, and if it 
wasn t for p.ll he would have been 100$. righto There really 
isn t anything spectacular withiruBob talus on relifeon,Charles 
Owston has a story called "GAladiator which is fair, though very 
similar to Frederic Brown’s Arena”. Bob’s "Poetical Ramblings* 
are the best things in this though, at to ouote one of these gems;
Out of the coffin and through the swamp/To Frankenstein’s house we 

go/For he will make us live again/Or join us down below.” There are 
reviews aplenty with George Johnson reviewing books and films, and 
Robert CarsonfMarllyn Cross'- handling a few films too. There’s a 
short letter section too,

South

BHANGRI L'AFFAIRES(SHAGGY) 
W, 12’th st,,L.A«. 6, Calif

Shaggy is the CO of .the 
don’t let this imposing title scare you 
away. Actually It’s a lot, of fun to 
read, and there’s humor galor inthis. 
Djinn Faine does the editing of this, 
and is assisted by Bjo,Al Lewis, and 
Ted Johnstone. This is mimeod, and done 
on the new Gestetner LASFS recently 
purchased;three color mimeo jobs too. 
Featured in this issue are people like; 
Fritz Leiber,Bob Bloch,E.E. Smith, 
Terry Carr, Ron Elllk and many more. 
Plus* of course Burbee, what would 
a Shaggy be like without Burbee. One 
of the.highlights of this are the 
illo by Morris Scott Dollens on p.15. 
It looks like it’s photo offsett to 
me. Then there is a feature called 
The Night Burbee came to LASFS which 
is full of laughs and Burbee-puns as are 
the minutes of a recent LASFS meeting. 
If you really want something to laugh 
over get Shaggy. ' .

MOONSHINE-Rick Sneery 2962 Santa Ana St
Gate, Calif,

Thia is Rick’ g FAPAiina. and ably goes U TM m«tb«rg( that’ B

has an article on the ISFS, and 
by mentioning him, and then goes

<he usual mailing comments on other FAPAzines complete with Rick's 
wonderful spelling. On p.4 he * ' 
provides some egoboo for Mike 
on to talk some more on ISFS.

GYRE-#3-Steve Tolliver,909 S. Madison St.,Pasadena Calif. Free 
with FANAC, usually.

This is a one page duplicated contalng a short vignette titled 
Noise which doesn t make much sense and a letter and a review of 
Deckinger s OUTBURST. Needs to be expanded.



Recently in a am al 
bug-a-boo, the Chain Let 

.. it should never ha7->
icle js written tneref' 
low themselves to oe !'t 

Postmaster Geiier 
has warned that those 
Ject to prosecution. I

??

southern town there has arisen the old 
? someone got stung evidently, else

P^.o.'.iriz.ad in the newspapers. This art- 
!'"'3 •-! warning to all readers, not to al- 

made suckers of.
r E. Summerfield of Washington D.C

-Participate in chain letters may be sub-

However3 Se of1Lren^a?y retelve ~»Btantial reierdl. 
no way in ls
^e^evchBionr^BthelihalniletterUbelng revlvedj^to^slnmer^l^rd111"

_/ «al7 Ti excnanged by hand. An attempt to peddle one of thoealetters brought resistance from this writer and Soon t£r!f? 
saw^he articlp0?^3?^iCe* the offer Wss withdrawn. When my wife 
Z ta^hU^sine^! P8Per She 81m0Bt f^^ed...for once She oU

oyed ^“-letter scheme wee' empl-

that XUS S’ <* reBPectit>lltty m the scheme? or the feSt 
the illegality of P?he opXUl to! S^iSd^tX?8118’ alterS

^eperwent of Justice for possible prosecution whenever 
there appears to have been a violation of fraud and lottery stat
utes applying to chain-letter operations. lottery stat-

7116 -^vestment required of a participant in the savings '
bond operation is two savings bonds-$37.5O.The new members of 
twoUboidiretlineS °alllns themselves "Savings Bond Clubs", buys
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I’- gives one to the person who has enrolled him in the"club”, 
. s?n^s th® other bond to the name at the top of the list fur

nished by the enrolling member.
The new enrollee makes two copies of the list he has received 

fJ°?4p®rson enrolling” him in the "club". These'new copies 
of the list vary from the original, lntha.t-on the new lists-the 
name of the person to whom the new Member" has just mailed a bond 
is now placed on the bottom of the list. The name of the new enrol
lee is now placed on both lists near the bottom. ■ ____

The new member attempts to sell both lists to other persons. 
Each time he makes a sale, he receives a bond from the buyer, and 
his nate is advanced one notch on both of the lists prepared by each 
new buyer. •

In this way, the enrollee is 
supposed to get his new invest- . 
ment back quickly and to find his 
name ever moving upwards in a grow
ing number of lists that will get - 
him a harvest of bonds.

"However”, Mr. Summerfield ex
plained, "while we in the postal 
service are directly concerned with 
the Illegal aspects of such schemes, 
we are also anxious to caution peo
ple that they may lose their money 
if they are lured into such schemes. 
Chain letter schemes always turn 
out so that the few who start them 
may get back a little more than 
their investment...AT THE RISK OF 
CRIMINAL PROSECUTION...while prac
tically all the others lose their 
money. Such an outcome is.inev
itable. ..as the supply of inter
ested persons is ^oon exhausted.”

To think that a nasty old BEM, 
Would have enough guts to land 

here, 
He thought he would scare us to 

• death. 
But we are ntbt filled with such 

fear, ■

That he could have made thfe mis
take,

Of thinking that were were such" 
fools,

Is really the last laugh on him, 
Just look and you’ll see how 

he drools,

To strike in a BEMmy old way, -
In spite of his mere 3 inch 

height,
Attack by such a small BEM, 
Would be a ridiculous sight.
_____________ —Bob Kvanbeck
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I‘m writing this slush for the uneducated
un-Blblief ied,un--hep 

If noty keep rein? 
don’ 
f ew

t dig my poem 
issues backA 
religbn than 
but MD tells 

didn* t dig

aractors—do you fit 
.ng anyway—those who

that Decklnger printed a 
Not that I have anymore 
anyone else, probably less* 
me that several people 
the "apples" reference. I

will clarify. Dig out HOCUS #6 if 
you still have it with you. MD also 

tells me that several of you think 
that he is me. I resent this great 
malignment of my charactor. I am 
Barry R. Milroad, author of the 
poem "Genesis'' and other crud that 
you’ll be reading here. MD lives
three doors away from me. He 
MD, I’m BRM, get it?

All kidding aside, I’m me, 
for business. In "Genesis'* I 
pictured neophyte God playing 
his toy world-us* He puts it

is

now

with 
to-

gether, gives it life, another 
'toy" which many people waste-and 
let1 s it go by Itself. Things 
get out of hand. Wars,<Frime, 
rampant technology, all contri

‘ bute to a possible blow-up.
"Too bad about those ap

ples, friend," Apples refers 
to the "original sin" of

Adam and Eve, the eating 
of the fruit of the tree 

of knowledge(Gen.III, 
6-24). No, I don’t
know the exact spot

from memory, I lust checked it
As I see it, "Genesis" is a cynical allegory that uses the 

Bible as a tool against itself and religon, Don't get me wrong. 
I’m not an atheist. Not yet. But I don’t hold with any sect that 
points to the Bible and saysf’Look, it’s the truth. It's in the 
Bible." Story-wise, the Bible wouldn’t even make the old pulps. 
It's nothing more than epic poetry en an ultra large scale. Now 
if you disagree, don’t call me a crackpot;listen. I’ll do the same
for you. Any correspondence concerning religon,other con-games, or 
anything under the soon, moon, or Betelguese write me:

Barry R. Milroad 
91 Locust Ave.
Millburn, N.J.
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whereby

>he mass
as it' s commonly refer-

in 
of

this 
ours

grand nation 
the system 
the days are lon- 
the nights short-

er. To

We have now instituted

me, this *o aW». 
ly idiotic system, but
natura|ljr everyone- has— 
gone along with it. Now 
I say unto you:who needs 
it. There’s enough 
trouble in the world 
as is, and for that 
matter there always Will 
be as long as people are 
around-yes, you and me, 
so why force every ’’hard
working”' guy to get up 
an hour earlier because

or the public

red too, is too ignor
ant to do anything about 
it. We are in a per
fect position to be led 
around by our noses like . 
sheep, • and every day thld 
possibility Increases. 
There’s too many 4f us 
here, tb little of the ' 
clear minded and smart 
thinkers like yours 
truly, and too much of 
the other, the autom
atons. And I think many 
of us WANT to keep it 
this way, no fooling. 
Of course I vould be 
wrong, but with cond
itions like this it’s 
highly unlikely. Modesty 
forbids me to reveal any 
more of my superiority 
to the commoners, but
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It*s really quite evident. Most people here don’t have to be TOLD 
how inferiour they are, they know it allready. But that isn’ t 
what I came to talk about now; I seldom talk about’ the blunt truth, 
unless I’m moved to it by some force.

Getting back to this abominable clock sltauation, surely you 
aren t going to sit complacently by. We must fight it, why must 
we fight it? Because I AM AGAINST IT. Isn’t that reason enough? 
I don t mean to be selfish with this, but surely you must have 
some respect for my judgement. There are a lot of people who dtai’t 
like me, and I just can’t figure out why, they’re probably sick.

jifJust last week I felt again the consequences of this mis
erable^ clock systemj Instead of getting up at my regular hour, I 
slept- ahead one hour” and received..hell from my bodd, who is areal 
idiot anyway. So fight this, I’m tired of preaching to the unmov
ing masses that more should bedone,<. There are too many things to 
be done and not enough people to do them. But I know that Decklnger 
does not want me expounding anymore of my statements, so I’ll leave 
that situation here. ,

I’d arather dwell on another aspect which 1b meaningful to 
everyone here, that Is;s.f. of. course. I read it, I write a little 
of lt(though I wouldn’t want any in HOCUS), and to some small ex
tant I correspond with another guy or two whose interests are sim
ilar to mine. The other day during lunch hour, I slipped away from 
the bumrh ond took a stroll along Market Street. It was rather 
crowded, all the sheep were hurrying along the street to some 
restuarant or cafe. Not me though^ I always eat in a bait. Most 
of them have good foodand I like td-drink. So do a lot of other 
people, except for a few who are constantly trying to bring back 
Prohibition to the US. THESE are the sick ones, by the way. If 
I was denied a drink I’d fight like the next man. I haven*t been 
denied a drink since I was under the age limit, which was four or 
fiveyears ago, I don’t keep track too much. I don’t like too.

I bought some s.f. zine at the stand on the corner, it’s 
a funny thing but I can’t even remember the title of it now. Was 
dome formula cover of course, which pleased me no end. I suppose 
if I had it my way I’d do something about the covers;they’re al
ways the same old thing. One thing I’d like to see is all the 
girls off the covers;they clutter tfeem up to much, 1 would like 
to see a good artistic interplanetery scene, no more of this udual 
juhk we get. The mag I bought wasn’t too bad at that, nice inter
iour illos anyway. I never bother reading the letter column of 
ANY zine, be it s.f. or otherwise, for the simple reason that I care 
not one whit what the other person has to say0 The only time I’d 
bother to read one of these letter pages would be if there was a 
letter by me in them. And I haven’t felt the urge to write a letter 
to a prozine yet. I did write a couple to a few fanzines, usually 
I have to criticize them, but since none of them ever used my let
ters I ceased -thris practice. It’s only a waste of paper, envelopes 
and_stamps, and I don’t buy these commodities tc waste them. In

--fact, it just isn’t worth it to waste anything those d^ysa Re
member that, lit's important. Well I have thau zinc around my room 
somewhere—and come to think of it, I never finished chat last 
story, fip I’ll be saying goodbye for now, anyway, I’d much rather 
read a goodstory that write this.

OF COURSE THEY’RE GHOSTS, IT’S A SPIRIT DUPLICATOR, ISN’T IT?”
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LEITERS, WE GET LETTERS...
Seth Johnson, 33B Stiles St., Vaux Hall, N.J.

Steve Tolliver wrote a rather interesting article, I only hope 
you sent a copy of HOCUS to Bjo Wells, though, so she well get a 
cnance to read the comments on her driving.}A copy was s6nt to Bjo}. 

w°ndfrfully agressive and a highly dynamic fan.So Bjo for TAFF indeed, {indeed}.
*^g^_that review of Tarn-of thread and l-enly-hepe=-4tcomes 
the US, as I might be interested in seeing it.JI hope it can 

come here too. And now Id like to explain a few words that Roar 
used in the review and are distinctly Norweigian, A Tarn is a

1 or river-le’t<- A lensman is like a sherriff or overseer,5 2 
Marvin Rivers really wrote up that article on the telephone com

pany well, dldn t he? I enjoyed every word of it. I wonder why 
the world couldn t settle on one scale for thermomenters though. 
Some day, I suppose there will be one scientific scale used unlv- 
ersallyfor everything where heat is to be measured. I hope you 
have plenty more things In the works by the late MLRivers.{See Until 
Tomorrow starting this issue}. uuuxx

Richard Stephens, 11958 Magnolia, El Monte Calif.
Scandanavia has intrigued me for quite some time. When I first 

entered fandom, I knew there werw some quite active fan groups 
going on over there, and I had Intended to contact them, I’m now 
in the process of learning Swedish.

Who needs Esperanto? Weir,' the idea is that if everyone spoke 
another langdagB besides their native tongue, everybody would be 
able to communicate with everyone else, and thus there would be less 
misunderstanding and Ignorance between the peoples of the world. 
This language could never be a natural language, because they are 
all too complicated, and there are too many emotional feelings 
towards them for everyone to accept one. Esperanto is the utmost 
or simplicity;there are only 16 grammatical rules and it is com
pletely phonetical. And it is catching on. The movement is very 
nig In small countries, and is even going strong in oriental coun- 
tri-es-.such.~as’Japan. ------ ----- -—•-—-
, wee^ Pasadena City College) they’re going to screen
the Geo. Pal film WAR OF THE WORLDS, * ‘ ‘ ‘
in this picture were quite fantastic, 
scientifilm of this quality.}So do IJ

As I remember it, the effects 
I wish he would make another

Colin G. Cameron, 2561 Ridgeview Dr,San Diego, Calif.
How did I get such good repro from a hecto?Well, in the first 

place I m happy to hear you though the repro was good. Actually. 
I ve never been satisfied with the results of hecto reproduction«- 
never could stand all this little hectos running around the housw. 
JCiever, clever}. In all seriousness5 there arc several methods 
17 U^Gd^1» improving hecto repro,it helps to use the best

°f-, £fL1tL’ whJch in my book is Heyer Refill Com
pound, second, cool Jshe jelly before use(I put it in the refrlg-
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f^a^O1\be^or® A it), third, using ditto master units in place 
oi necto carbons,fouth, using not too much water on the printing 
surface, but being sure to keep it moisturized;, to minimize "sur- 

•£^ce f-°ss »fi£th, using good paper( ABDlck), and sixth,, having a lot 
of patience—it•s probably the last which is the most important of 
the steps.

However, the next issue will be mImeod(IMPROBABLE) with 
ditto and silk screened covers.

Rich Brown, 127 Roberts St.,Pasadena Calif.
The truth is«I don't fine, time for 3 APAs. I’ve been drop

ped from the 011 a ■technicality and there is now doubt in my 
mind for OMPA. And if I don’t get my SAPSzines off to Busby’s in a 
few weeks I’ll be dead in SAPS too.
. . .. get hip^-letters make the fanzine. I dunno about others, 

first thing x m interested in reading in any zine is the 
lettei-col/ It is there that everyone has a chance to splash around, 
say a few words..

What’s wrong with expecting far- fiction to be top-notch? 
Not that I do—if It were,, it would be in a prozine* If it’s not 
than whats the use of publishing It in a fanzine? Now don't get me 
wrong. I m not against far. fiction. But I find that most of the 
stuff I do like, I like because it’s off-trail enough not to sell to 
a prozine or because the writer has a goou style.

* OUTBURST I liked, One thing tho—hanging by one’s thums is 
outmoded, it s passe, the true non-conformist just doesn’t do it. 
It has become the thing to do, which is directly against the true 
non-conformist s nature. BE DIFFERENT—HANG BY YOUR EAR LOBES.

You say s.f. isn't passing through a slump—maybe a few mags 
are folding' but are the readers folding?—are there less readers 
now then when sf started? And So fdrth, I can’t see any logic in 
this. Isn t it obvious, with most of the good mags in the recent 
boom dropping dead, the big three trying shakily to keep their fefet, 
that something is happening to the readers? J Could be Rich, but look, 
the main reason all these mags have folded is due to the distribut
ion problem. If a prozine can't be circulated all over the US, then 
less people will buy it, and hence it soon won’t make enough to 
survivei.

THE TERRIBLE UTTERABLE HORROR was by far the best thing in 
the issue. Man, if you could just fill a zine withsomething as good 
as this, I d jump for joy with enthusiasm. As it is, I wade through 
a lob of stuff I could care less for, juston the off-chance on com
ing across something as good as this*jit’s funny, but you’re one 
of the few people who liked it.j,

Ann Chamberlain 25&8 W. 12 Th St., L.A. 6, Calif.
No, I don't get suckered into blowing my top, when someone 

says some slighting things about womens I think every human being 
in this world must go through a period of being soured on everything. 
We all come out of it all right, eventually/

I guess you know I'm originally from Chicago.- jnoj. Well, 
when I first went South, the southerners were detennlned to ’’teach 
mw a lesson on what I ought to know about the South”, and when I 
went West the westerners had the same idea. In the south, a north
erner is always rich and opinionated and meddlesome. In the west, 
he’s a tenderfoot and a fancy-pants that can’t, t.a’.e it and so thuey 
PROVE it to him. >• ’
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When we are guests in another’s home we never argue with the host. 
It a a matter of principle. Some such hosts may take undue advan
tage of the fact and sort of lay it on-heavy like* The same thing 
happens south and west. How do north-easterners treat people from 
the south and west? Not ALWAYS with warm geniality, but with a “You’ve 
got to learn our ways. You have to stay here a while until you see 
how we do things* Our way is better.“ So you seei there are snobs 
everywhere you go. Plenty of north eastern snobs too* But fans 
forget where they are from, so long as they are AT a convention.

B> & J. Coulson, 105 Stitt St., Wabash, Ind.
No, SEX & CENSORSHIP has nothing to do with fandom,but it 

should be of Interest to fandom, and besides, they’re sending me 
review copies. For that matter, as long as you’re mentioning items 
concerned with fandom—and not sf—the most appropriate review would 
be on of PLAYBOY.}Or Mad}.' I’ll bet that more active fans read it 
thanAAstounding.

' .. As to the reason for using granite paper—you can tell quite
easily by checking over YANDRO #73* One of the sheets was a dif
ferent type of paper which I bought because we ran out of the reg
ular stuff;it shouldn’t take you over 30 seconds to locate it and 

- see why we don’t use it regularly* •
About 15 years ago at least, maybe more.,.some radio pro

gram did Lovecraft* s The Dunwlch Horror* Beautifully done, too, 
whoever wrote the script did a nice job of adapting Lovecrafts 
Passages into something which could be spoken as a conversation. 
This was my first encounter with LovecrafJ, and for a while there, 
I read everything I could get ahold of. Then there was a lull.otoo 
many new stories coming out for me to have time to read the old ones* 
and when this last pb came out, I expect that it had been 3 or 4 
years since I’d read any of Lovecraft’s stories. And I just oouldn*t 
take thia batch seriously—all those adjectives suddenly became 
just too much. •

We have two columnists now who seem to majoring in movie 
reviews;besides Dodd there will be a new one coming up by Bob Tuck
er. . ' ■

Robert Bloch.P.O.Box 362* Weyawega, Wis.
Thanks for a look at HOCUS* though my look.at present Is a 

somewhat bleary one*through a haze of acromycln and other antl-blo- 
tic compounds which are designed to help me get rid of the flu* 
But I m conscious enough to be able to day that (1)1 mistook HOCUS 
for a' mundaneslne when I saw the OUTDOOR Life type of cover and (2) 
corrected my views when I read your editorial note*

The nonconformity rulefe are nice| but It’s possible to ex
tend a list endlessly. Such as*..(16), Wen somebody turns onthe 
t.v. set* sit yourself down in front of it* and open a newspaper 
to read. (17)lfyou find yourself in a public restuarant or bar 
and somebody plays the juke box, whip out a bull-fiddle and drown 
out the record with a bit of Bach.(18). The next time you get in the 
crowd of self-professed '‘cool” talkers or admirers of the BeatGener
ation, reply in pidgin English or beche-de-mer.(19). Buy a Marilyn 
Monroe calendar for your room but paste a picture of Whistler’s 
Mother over Marilyn.
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JetFJ Offutt 4927 N. Wlnthrcp. Apt. 311.. Chicago 40, Ill.
I don t know whether or.ere will be anymore SIGHOs. Can’t afford 

now, and I dxvt have the means, either, 
.oes come out, will be quite a bit dif- 

tnan the past six* It will be non s.f.,soc- 
more avant-garde and/or satirical

to pub another issue righ 
And the next issue, if k:
ferent content wise
ial comment,fiction' poetry 
nature, articles on the art

Will send you a copy when 
will be this summer,- eel nre 
be attending. None of n*y Evanston addresses are good anymore. Use 

Franiclxn Park, Ill, my parent’s home,or my

does come out. And if it does, 
e world con in Detrout which i’ll

it

either 3223 Erhest St- 
Chicago address.

•* I r
— -r-----  — ~

I’m certain Kno:: is
? Mt, Vernon, Ill.

’_p3n name i'cr oilverburg. {so am Ij. If 
.+ + rs , . . -- — 1 $cnrt know whose it is. I beleive
11 re?1 nam9* I^would prefer to see you use more items
of a fannish nature, or off-trail material. Humorous articles I 
like too. I wish you’d write more -----------
know what you’re asking for,Lynn{.

My multillth is pretty big. Has 
conveyor to drum. Does nice work, 
model.

Horace Coon is a pen-name

of HOCUS yourself. {You don’t

an air and vacuam feed from 
My old one is a much smaller

-•»

I go to few s.f. films anymore* 
an exceptional picture^ I’m afraid Unless I was to hear that it was 

- n u , --------- 1 d rather sit in my motel room?hJLffhad ?+prozift®; 1 d to see that film with Zsa Zsa Gabor 
taough. It may stink, but at least it will be pretty. {Agreed?. 
JoMa tewint.fOr Madl® 8 London Report m JD-A #43 was a PlZto

I've received so many letters that I may have to put out a spec- 
the letters in it. I’ve got to do this ish of Scout paper* BB S^S another for FAPA plus my monthly Boy*

Bill Durkom (present adress unknown) 
moS?nynnr«Tf?renTt/1?id?lnf1.yh1en you said you’d prlnt that whimsy by 

ln 1 Jldn * think y°u have the nerve too. I can do a
lot more things for you too, just say the word. Of course I can’t 
waitinghfor th<3m tO y°U away,but I suppose my stuff is worth

What could I tell you about the last issue of HOCUS that you haven^t 
been told before? Of course it wasn’t sheer perfection, at least 
not in my opinion, but I Imagine these days that’s pretty hard to 

J you ever do get, it, let me know, but I don’t think you 
can, in fact I’m certain you can’t. J

Today was a lovely day. I think I may be switched from jobs, at 
least that s what I learned this morning, and that's what makes the 
Jay.solpyeiy. My headman is a real idiot, too bad Iwon’t be able 

5^ Off soon enouSh. Out of all the people in the world, 
J ?aVe wlth thls Jerk- At 1 ^earn of toss

ing him into a pit filled with alligators, and boy, I wouldn’t hes- 
he ChK®* .And then 1 d yell down to him asking him 

eating him so.JOh no{. I told you you’ll have to put up with 
my miserable puns for a while. Maybe I could write you an article 
far ?hat I.thou6ht of him, only if I did it would be very unwise 
for you to send me a copy.

y
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Vic Ryan, 2160 Sylvan Rdc,Springfield, Ill,
Please accept apologiaj on my delay in commenting in HOCUS. As an 

excuse, I can only offer the fact that aiy high school, Springfield 
High, just won the Illinois State Basketball Tournament;, o ©tops' in a 
field of 800. Excitement has reigned high recently, and with reg
ional games etc.etc. I‘ve had litcle had little time for fanac.jNo . 
free plugs nows. ... ;..;

On to HOCUS, cover o.k.fbut it just isn’t faanlsh. What are you? 
An iconoclast: or something? ?;Nope, only a non-conformlst}.

Muibog s article’story?; wus fair, but we all know that eventual
ly the masses will see the light, They will learn the existence of 
faaaandom, and it’s activities, and then........they’11 destroy • 
us. y orrible thought, what^. •

As to the movie MACABRE, I can only agree. J To whatj. The idea of 
Lloyd s of London insuring me nearly soared me off.fIt worked just 
^hfe opposite on me^ I figured any film needing a publicity gimmick 
l^e-thaV must really'’be a stinkoH .
I iu^ry expected 'go roe several young Mds checking blood pressures

1?vby* thing I have to say for that movie,©©it had it’s 
moments.JYes, if you were sitting up in the balcony with your girl 
friend}. I liked the scene where the girl stumbles across the cor- 
?S? *3® afm stealthily reaches for the heroine from behind
a tgjbotone. All in >all, it was a better then average horror movie.

pu??15s KrtlaWi'-. story. Thet Sas the most otefc 
out■ °" * thlnk s0} • He !lendlcd “ 8°^• tat it

MRyes,!. °/° Bicroft Uranium Mines, Cardiff,Ontario,Canada 
^itto is a lot different that working illos for the 

do enJ?U+T»tAiS<.£S ??? W,I do it. I take thin paper, onion skin will 
^o, and trace the illo onto it.- Then, with the tracing of the illo

?1£,Cfx.se^ffrl thicknessese of paper, a magazine or
.wo sometimes under the ditto master sheet and on top of the carbon 
32$ staple the works together. I retrace in the

ilt is, that on top of the d.itto master, youordinary manner. The: resu 
have at tracing of the ill

Marsolo has a history, a past, but only two issues in reality.
+k2*+?+?h a ne2J°* ? started to put out a zine. MARSOLO was 

to oe the title. Better judgement stopped me from this. Years later 
when I started my OMPA zine, I decided to use the old title. At the 
moment, I d$n. t need any rie^jtitles? but when it comes time for me 
to put out a SAPS ?ine(l*m on their waiting list)I’11'-dream one up. ..

Roar Rlngdagl.Box 495, Dsammen, Norway .
ki JaVe. you seen Hitchcock’s VERTIGO? {Yes,unfortunately}.- It’s the 

that touches? my heart(ouch), Cato tolf me about the’film 
7?® skeloten,a lousy cheap filing, he said. From which you might 

°fnclusi2? he actually got scared. We seldom see hor- 
5®^,-,^® t0 Slve a damn. And here we

watch films without, dubbing—we get those ugly lines of nor- 
weigian words jumbled directly on the screen. I’ll never forget 
J222 ^?«arid 1 Saw.a movie in London,no ugly white and glowing let
ters filling your view. It was odd. Wonderful...

WITH ALL THE NEW SATIRISTS, IT’S A REGULAR CYN^C BOOM.




